Inventor Roy Gannon developed and began producing the first box scraper back in 1948. He called it the “Earthcavator.” Since that time the Gannon® name has become synonymous with heavy-duty, construction grade box scrapers.

Today, we continue the Gannon tradition of reliability and performance using modern materials and state of the art manufacturing. A variety of models are available, with hydraulic or manual scarifier bars, high- or low-back construction, and hinged, adjustable tailgates for fine or heavy grading. When you need a scraper, choose the original. Choose Gannon.

**GANNON SCRAPERS ALSO HAVE THESE KEY FEATURES:**

- Large capacity box with no gussets or bars to obstruct material boiling
- Unique “Maxi-load” shape moldboard that minimizes drag on tractor
- Replaceable heat-treated scarifier teeth
- Strong, wear-resistant cutting edges are interchangeable and reversible
- ASAE Cat I or Cat II, 3-point hitch compatible

**Backfill moldboard**

Available in full height (shown) for maximum strength and capacity or hinged tailgate for precise grading.

**Replaceable wear plates**

Replaceable side wear plates available on certain models.